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AirVenture 2014 Wrap-up
By Marvin Brott

Experimental Aircraft Association!
Once again the cork is in the bottle for
the big event that brings thousands of
aviation people to Oshkosh. This
AirVenture was first-rate with respect to
reviewing new products from the
world’s biggest trade show, attending
interesting forums, looking at an
unbelievable variety of airplanes, and
watching the overall show. Yet, the trip
up and back for Michael, Ken and
myself (composite picture for us) in our
RV-8’s was weather challenging. And
it seemed like it rained sometime each
day of the convention.
I think we were concerned how this
AirVenture would fair since the last two
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years saw small downturns. We got to
the field on Sunday, one day before the
official beginning, and immediately saw
that this AirVenture was going to be
bigger and better than the past. There
were more people, especially the
younger types, and more planes plus the
convention looked to have more polish.
EAA reports that aircraft arrivals were
up by more than 1,000, attendance was
up by an estimated 5 percent, and there
were more than 5,400 volunteers, also
up from last year. The polish came with
a better layout, the start of permanent
commercial buildings and landscaping,
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Monthly Schedule

September 2nd Chapter Meeting

September 9th Board Meeting

The September Chapter
meeting will be on Tues
September 2nd at the
Farmers Branch
Library, located on the
northwest corner of
Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held in
the auditorium and
begin at 6:30 p.m. with
socializing and coffee.
The program will begin
promptly at 7 p.m. and finish
by 9:00 p.m.

The next BOD meeting will be held on Tuesday
September 9th at the Farmers Branch Manske Library at
7:00 PM. The minutes from the August BOD meeting
recorded by Pete Miller are as follows:
Officers, Directors, and Members in Attendance: Michael
Stephan, Norm Biron, Brad Roberts, Pete Miller, Frank
Prokop, Sam Cooper, Jim Canniff.
Chapter Meetings
Sep 2, Oct 7, Nov 11, Dec 2
Board of Directors Meetings
Sep 9, Oct 14, Nov 18, Dec 9

This month our speaker will be Norm Biron. He will be
discussing electrical systems for experimental aircraft.
Norm is a retired electrical engineer and will discuss the
planning, equipment and installation of your plane’s
electrical system.
If you are building, or maintaining your own electrical
system, be sure to attend.

September 20th Fly In
This month we will piggyback our fly-in with the annual
Fall Fly-In at Pecan Plantation (0TX1) in Granbury on
Saturday September 20th. The event begins at 9:30,
although if you are flying in I would get there earlier than
that. There is be lunch available on the field for a
reasonable donation. There are prizes and a silent auction.
There is plenty of things for kids to do and explore (keeps
them off you plane).
The event also hosts the Texas RV fly-in. So, there will
be quite a few RV’s there. Even with that there is plenty of
other aircraft that fly in. There is over 100 airplanes that
usually attend and it is fun to look at them all.
I have been several years, and weather permitting, it is a
good day spent around airplanes. I hope to see many of you
there.

GENERAL MEETING, SPEAKER / SUBJECT
September 2: Norm Biron will discuss electrical systems
on homebuilts.
October 7: Tentatively planning on Calvin Spann,
Tuskegee Airmen. Norm received a contract and bio from
Mrs. Spann. There was concern about a speaker’s fee
mentioned on the contract. Norm will follow up.
November 11: Mike Montefusco from FAAST will do a
presentation about density altitude, mountain flying, etc.
called “Hot Air”.
December 2: Chapter Christmas Party
CHAPTER FLY OUT
September 20: Pecan Plantation’s (chapter 983) Fall Fly-In
MONTHLY SOCIAL GATHERING
Nothing planned for September
TREASURER REPORT
Brad presented the Treasurer’s Report for July. There were
5 membership renewals.
YOUNG EAGLES
Michael reported about the Frontiers of Flight YE event at
Dallas Executive.
NEW BUSINESS
There will be a need for new officers for 2015. The board
discussed methods to replace outgoing officers. Existing
officers will also review the listed job responsibilities as
laid out in the Chapter By- Laws.
Brad will call to reserve the Richardson Woman’s Club for
the Christmas Party. There was discussion about the
possibility of looking at other venues in the future. Help is
still needed to coordinate the party.
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Presidents Message

From the President’s Desk
By Michael Stephan

Back from Oshkosh and nearly fully recovered. It was a real nice week there. The mild
daily weather was much appreciated. The arrival of the Thunderbirds was the only time I
have ever sen the entire crowd stop and turn to watch. I usually don’t spend much time in
the Vintage area, but there was so much there I spent nearly a full day there. There was
the QED, the Vega, Fairchild 71, the super clean Stearman, the Meyers OTW, the
modified Super Chipmunk, two great Lockheed 12’s. I enjoy sharing the experience with
members at the August meeting. You can relive the event at www.eaa.org.
But now the fall flying season is getting started. There are several good fly-ins in
September. Check out the events schedule for those. I plan to be at the Red Bull Air
Races on Sept 6-7. I also plan on attending the Fall Fly-in at Pecan Plantation.
We also have some Chapter business on the horizon. We will be electing new officers before the end of the year. Many
of the current officers, who have all served for multiple years, are not returning. So, we will need a few ambitious
members to step up and take a turn at the wheel. We are starting planning for the Christmas party and will need some help
producing that event as well. Feel free to contact me if you are interested in leading this unique award-winning Chapter.
Weather is good....lets go flying!

September's Speaker - Norm Biron

EAA’s Sportair Workshops - Sept 6-7

Norm is a retired electrical engineer who has worked in
the electronics industry most of his life. As a young
engineer Norm worked on the design of electrical
subsystems on numerous projects and products for both
commercial and government (military) applications. He has
designed and managed the development of a wide variety
of electrical systems ranging from small portable data
acquisition products to large computer controlled radar
systems.
Norm was associated with Teledyne Geotech for 18 years.
At Teledyne Geotech he held various engineering,
manufacturing and management positions before being
promoted to Vice President of the company and manager of
the Technical Services Division.
At Teledyne Geotech Norm implemented a fully
integrated Relational Data Base Management System to
replace the independent business systems of the company.
Teledyne was so impressed with the new business system
and successful implementation that he found himself
consulting with other Teledyne companies interested in
integrating their business systems.
When Teledyne Geotech moved to another state, Norm
continued his business system consulting, working for
several small software companies managing large business
system implementation. Eventually he started his own
company, Biron and Associates, providing consulting
services for process improvement and large business
system integration. He retired after consulting with Boeing
for 13 years, got his pilot license and built his Glastar.

By Michael Stephan

The EAA’s’ SportAir Workshop are coming to Dallas on
Sept 6-7.
The Two day course fee is $349 for EAA members and
$389 for non-members.
If you need some help getting the skills to take on that
project.
Give these classes a try.
Several Chapter
members have taken these classes and said they are very
helpful.
For more information or to register: www.sportair.com
LOCATION
Aviation Institute of Maintenance
Dallas Campus
400 E Airport Freeway
Irving, TX 75061
COURSES PRESENTED AT THIS SESSION
Sheet Metal, Composite Construction, Fabric Covering,
Electrical Systems and Avionics
SCHEDULE
Check In and Registration is Saturday morning starting
at 7:30am. The course is presented on Saturday from 8-5
with lunch break, and continues on Sunday 8-3pm with
lunch break.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
If you have any questions, need additional information,
or have special needs, please contactMark Forss,
Workshop Program Manager at 800-967-5746 or
email Mark at mforss@eaa.org
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were pretty weak. Of the 30+ gliders competing, we only
had a total of about a dozen land-outs during all seven days.
Some landed at airports and got prompt aero retrieves, the
others had their trailers brought to them by volunteer crew
members that helped disassemble the gliders and put them
in the trailers for the trip home. This process takes less
than an hour, the driving time depends on how far away the
pilot landed. We had one aero retrieve from the new
runway at Pecan plantation “The landing”.

Glider Contest at TSA
By David Cheek

The glider line up or “Grid” just before flying starts (the
positions of each competitor are shuffled each day so pilots
do not always get either the first or last takeoff position). This
picture shows an early day during a rare north wind summer
launch.

The National championship for Sports class gliders was
held at Texas Soaring Association this past July. We have
hosted smaller contests, but since the enlargement of the
class B airspace, back in the 1980’s, I had thought our
airspace was too constrained to host a major contest. The
sports class is handicapped, so low performance gliders can
compete with higher performance modern gliders with the
focus on pilot performance, not on the absolute
performance of the glider.

This is a low key contest, the really serious glider pilots
fly in un-handicapped classes such as 15 Meter, 18 Meter
and Open class. These refer to the wing span of the gliders
and keeps the performance within a narrow range so
“handicapping” is not used. For our contest we had some
classic fiberglass gliders designed in the late 1960’s and
some brand new and still competitive designs. We had two
women competetors and each of them won one of the seven
contest days. The final victors were veteran contest pilots
with many contests and victories behind them. They were
Francois Pin for the club class and Ken Sorenson (of
Houston) for the Modern class.
The daily task was selected by a competition director
who was a veteran contest pilot. His selection was
reviewed by a three person committee of experienced
competition pilots and an official weather advisor (also a
competition pilot) was on hand to provide suggestions on
what might be expected from the day.

All modern glider contests are won by the fastest
contestant. There are no distance or duration awards. The
scoring is pretty complicated and accomplished by a
computer program that examines GPS flight logs provided
by each contestant from a secure recorder in their glider.
The top glider contest scorer was on hand to process these
logs and assure that scoring rules were followed and that
we had correct scores.
Two days were rained out and a third following day was
not suitable for glider racing. This produced seven actual
racing days, of which some were nice and strong and some

The pilot meeting on the runway that sometimes
supplements an earlier and mandatory pilot meeting. The
runway meeting is held when late changing conditions
require a change in the days flight plan or “Task”.

US Sport Aircraft
Sam Huff
Sales Manager
www.ussportaircraft.com

Elevate Your Experience...
4700 Airport Pkwy
Addison, TX 75001
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Oshkosh Continued
and all the EAA buildings have a common blue/white
marquee look. Jack Pelton told reporters at his conventionclosing press appearance that the 2014 AirVenture would be
among the best conventions of all time. In summary, we
agree and really feel good about the future of AirVenture.
And Jack mentioned at his EAA business meeting on
Wednesday that EAA is growing, up to 181,000 members.
You have got to give Jack Pelton credit; he is doing a great
job of leading EAA.

This year's AirVenture reflected on the life of EAA’s
founder, Paul Poberezny. He left us just after last years
convention. At the EAA Welcome Building a small exhibit
honoring Paul was present. Of course, there is an excellent
permanent exhibit in the EAA Museum honoring Paul and
Audrey.

One day while setting on a park bench looking at all the
activity at AirVenture 2014, I reflected on “how big” the
convention has gotten in the last 40 years. The layout of
the 1974 fly-in as shown in the picture was no more than a
couple of blocks. Now it is measured in square miles. Sort
of like how Plano in 1974 has grown from a little town to a
large city.
Paul’s name goes on the Memorial Wall

In 40 years, I have had the good fortune to see everything
that’s been “really big” in aviation. That includes
unbelievable aircraft and people who are icons in all
aspects of aviation.
There was no mention or any signs about the how the
FAA was holding AirVenture hostage with air traffic
control. I did not really see any controllers in their pink
shirts out on the field.

September 2014

There were a couple of topics that seemed to receive a lot
of attention. The first is the new federal regulation
mandate to have ADS-B installed in our airplanes by
January 1st, 2020. Of course it is just “out transmit” and
only if you plan to be in Class A, B, and C airspace or
under the Mode C veil. All the avionics vendors and
installers were addressing the mandate plus there were
numerous forums. The feeling is that there is a lot of
confusion about ADS-B with respect to what it is, what the
benefits are for us, and what is needed to meet the mandate
requirements. Also the feeling is that some suppliers see an
opportunity to really profit from this mandate. Sound
familiar? The installers are saying that you better have a
reservation to install by 2018 or they will not be able to
help you by 2020. Finally the feeling of bewilderment by
some aircraft owners is about what to install. I have heard
the cost to comply running from 5K to 25K to even 70K.
The 70K was a new panel for a Cirrus. EAA and AOPA
panelists at one forum indicated that 5K was not an issue
for a King Air but someone with a older Cessna 150, 5K
becomes an issue.
The second topic that received much attention with
presentations and forums was the future of the third class
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medical. Todd Rokita (R-Indiana) who introduced H.R.
3708, the General Aviation Pilot Protection Act indicated
that nothing much will happen this year but next year will
be a big push. The FAA’s Michael Huerta had little to say
other than its important and is being addressed. Dr. Greg
Pinnell an AME held a forum with the title of an Aviation
Medicine Update. His take on the third class medical is
that it needs to be retained, based on, “if only one life is
saved, it will be worth it”. He goes on to say, with new
regulation changes allowing AME’s to issue third class
medicals in the face of many ailments that required a
deferment in the recent past, its getting much easier to get a
third class medical. So the idea is allow the AME to play a
larger, more influential roll in the medical certification
decision, hence it will much easier. For me, this was just
one of 14 individual forums or press events put on by FAA
agents all aimed at putting lipstick on the pig that is the
third class medical quagmire. (source, aero-news.net) On
the very positive side both EAA and AOPA are determined
bulldogs when it comes to pushing forward a resolution on
the third class medical. Last week, they requested that
DOT complete their review within 30 days of the FAA
NPRM addressing 3rd class reform. It sure will be
interesting to see what is in this NPRM.
There were so many outstanding airplanes especially in
the vintage area it is hard to single out just one. But one

that will stick in my mind was that very big Gee Bee QED.
When compared to what we think of as a Gee Bee (R1 &
R2), this R6 is absolutely massive. It has a P&W R 1820
with 1420 hp.
My hope is that we provided you with our impressions,

A beautifully restored Lockheed Vega

but you had the opportunity to live the AirVenture
experience vicariously via the internet. So by now I am
sure you have seen hundreds of photos, watched the videos
and read countless reports. The best part for me was
having a good time with Chapter 168 friends and as you
have guessed, Oshkosh is addictive. No matter how hard I
try, it’s impossible to experience it all. I am looking
forward to next year.

A beautiful RV-8 Fastback

Gee Bee QED
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Electric Fuel Pump System for
Rotax 912

Second, two Facet pumps
are plumbed in series with a
pressure switch mounted inbetween. The photo shows
the installation. Note that
the pumps are mounted at
an angle, as recommended
by the Facet installation
instructions.

By Klaus Truemper

The 19-year old Rotax 912 engine of our
Zenith 601HDS, N314LB, has run 1,618 hrs
without any sign of wear or significant
trouble, with one notable exception: The
mechanical fuel pump has failed five times.
This is astonishingly bad performance, given
that mechanical diaphragm pumps, for
example in Continental or Lycoming engines,
generally last till TBO or beyond without a
hiccup.

The primary pump has rated
pressure output in the range
3.0-4.5 psi. That rating
applies only to the case
when pumped volume is
zero. When volume is
nonzero, the pressure goes
down. For the primary
pump, pressure with zero
volume is about 4.2 psi.
With volume 4.0 gal/hr in
cruise, pressure drops to 3.2
psi.

The pump failures were of two types. Either
the fuel pressure would drop rapidly to zero,
or the pump would leak blue-colored oil,
indicating a diaphragm failure where blue
avgas was mixed with oil. That mixture
would exit the cowl in front and eventually
streak onto the canopy. The shortest time
between failures was 61 hrs, and the longest
729 hrs.
Rotax now offers a pump of different
design. It has a vent tube where a hose is to
be attached for removal of oil that may be
vented by the pump. Service Bulletin
SB-912-063R1 specifies that the amount of vented oil may
not exceed 0.5 ml for a 20 min engine run, or 1.5 ml per
hour. The amount per hour roughly fills a cube with side
length 7/16 in. That's a lot of oil when allowed to vent
overboard. Worse yet, how is the pilot to determine whether
the vented amount exceeds the specified limit?
Given this troublesome feature and the dismal record of
prior pumps, we decided to eliminate the mechanical fuel
pump and install an all-electric fuel pump system. This is
not a new idea. A number of homebuilt aircraft rely solely
on electric fuel pumps when installation of a mechanical
pump is difficult or impractical.
The system has dual fuel pumps where one pump is on
stand-by and automatically
starts up if the primary pump
fails. Details are described
below. Given that each of the
pumps can be expected to run
for a long time - just search the
Internet using "Facet fuel pump
reliability" - the system is very
reliable indeed.

We do not know the
pressure rating for the
secondary pump since it
was bought almost 20 years
ago for the original
installation as boost pump
for the mechanical pump. The pressure with zero volume is
4.5 psi. With 4.0 gal/hr, it is 3.5 psi. We estimate that the
pump has run for less than 150 hrs and thus cannot have
suffered any significant wear.
The flow of fuel through the pump system is as follows.
The fuel of the center tank of the plane goes through a filter
with metal housing, shown at the bottom of the photo. Then
it flows into the bottom pump, which is the primary pump.
A pressure switch in the upper right part of the photo
senses that pressure. This switch has been adjusted to
achieve the following performance.
If the pressure is above 2.2 psi, the switch is open, the
upper secondary pump does not run, and the fuel simply
passes through that secondary pump to the carburetors.

Installation Details

www.flightmuseum.com

First, the failed mechanical
pump is removed and replaced
by a flat plate that seals off the
opening of the gear box.

@FrontofFlight

Plate sealing off gearbox opening
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On the other hand, if the primary pump outputs 2.2 psi or
less, the pressure switch is closed and thus turns on the
secondary pump. As a result, that pump boosts the pressure
by 3.5 psi, and the fuel flows with the resulting pressure to
the carburetors.

output when all fuel pumps fail. This corresponds roughly
to a fuel pressure of 1.0 psi. Thus, the secondary pump is
activated before the engine would stop due to insufficient
fuel pressure.
During each oil change, each component of the system is
tested separately to make sure every part performs as
expected.
Let's examine possible failure modes.
Alternator and Voltage Regulator
The alternator of the engine is very reliable, and the only
concern is the voltage regulator. The latter equipment may
fail if exposed to excessive heat. Measurements done some
time ago indicate that temperature under the cowl is
moderate and well within the spec of the voltage regulator.
Nevertheless, we have installed the cooling shroud for the
voltage regulator designed by Van's Aircraft; see p. 40-14
of the RV 12 revisions manual for details.

Warning light for primary pump failure

If the primary pump fails, the closed pressure switch turns
on a warning light in the cockpit that announces failure of
the primary pump.
In that case, there is no need to panic. The odds of the
secondary pump also failing is exceedingly small since that
pump normally runs only for a short time during each startup and then is turned off by the pressure switch. That
process is part of engine start-up described next.
When the master switch and then the pump system are
turned on, the pressure switch senses zero pressure, the
warning light of the primary pump comes on, and both
pumps are powered. One can clearly hear both pumps
running by their clicking sounds, so there is an audio check
that both pumps are operating. As soon as the primary
pump achieves more than 2.2 psi, the pressure switch
opens. As a result, both the secondary pump and the
warning light are turned off. Again, this is confirmed by
reduced clicking coming just from the primary pump.
The threshold of 2.2 psi is based on the original handbook
of the engine, according to which fuel pressure must be in
the range 2.2-5.8 psi. The smallest allowed value, 2.2 psi, is
not the pressure where the engine will stop. Flight Design
planes, with tanks in high wings, can run with reduced

The battery has 28 Ah capacity. Suppose all electric loads
are turned off except for engine instruments and the GDL
39. We assume that the GLD 39 is used since it may be
crucial for navigation and weather analysis. If the battery is
fully charged, which corresponds to 12.5 V, then 10 hours
of reliable power supply are available. The panel of the
plane has been placarded to provide this information,
together with additional information for reduced voltage
values down to 11.0 V. That lowest value suffices for the
pumps.

Placard for alternator/regulator failure

Primary and Secondary Pump
The Facet pumps selected for the installation have no
check valves and no shut-down valves. This is important
since it reduces the odds of pump failure. An attractive
byproduct is the fact that, upon shutdown, fuel pressure
goes to zero, thus unloading the pressure on the carburetors
as fuel tubing heats up and potentially creates excessive
fuel pressure. That happened previously due to the check
valve of the mechanical fuel pump.
If the primary pump fails, then the pressure switch
activates the secondary pump. The latter pump is tested on
each engine start, but is not used otherwise. Hence, it very
likely will work when needed.

September 2014
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Memorial Wall for Paul

Pressure Switch
There are two types of failures.

By Michael Stephan

The switch does not close the circuit when pressure is
low: During each engine start it is tested that the switch
closes under low pressure. So very likely the switch will do
so in flight.
The switch does not open the circuit when pressure is
high: As a result, both pumps are running. If this happens
during engine start, the problem must be investigated and
resolved. In flight, the primary pump produces 3.2 psi, and
the secondary pump 3.5 psi. Since Facet pumps have output
pressure equal to input pressure plus pump pressure, in our
case total pressure will not exceed 3.2 + 3.5 = 6.7 psi,
which is higher than the 5.8 psi max pressure stated in the
original handbook. But the newest mechanical Rotax pump
outputs 7.26 psi, so it is reasonable to assume that a
pressure of 6.7 is acceptable. A test confirmed that the
carburetor float needles indeed shut off fuel flow under that
pressure. The additional current required by the secondary
pump is just 1.0 A, so that demand is readily handled.

One of the special events at Airventure this year was the
Memorial Wall ceremony that this year added EAA founder
Paul Poberezny. There was a large crowd on hand to honor
the man who started the largest homebuilt airplane
movement. When I think about how much he has done for
the activity I enjoy, I am truly appreciative.
Paul touched many lives.
At the ceremony there were many notable people
including aviation legend Bob Hoover.
Paul was a humble man, and his place on the wall is no
more prominent than any of the other names on the wall.
His place on the wall simply reads:

PAUL H. POBEREZNY - EAA FOUNDER
LIFETIME OF DEVOTED LEADERSHIP

Conclusion
It seems to us that the system is safer than the prior
combination of mechanical and electrical pump, due to the
fact that there cannot be an oil leak problem and due to the
general reliability of Facet pumps, here used in a
combination of two pumps with fail-safe switch.

Bob Hoover attends the Memorial Wall ceremony

A large crowd gathers at the Memorial Wall ceremony
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Upcoming Events

Saturday, Sep 27, 2014 — Hilltop Lakes, TX.

From funplacestofly.com

Hilltop Lakes 17th Annual Fly-In

Saturday, Sep 6, 2014 — McKinney, TX.

Hilltop Lakes Airstrip (0TE4)

1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in -(TKI)

Drop in and stay for lunch. One free BBQ dinner for each
airplane flying in, door prizes, and plenty of shade for
hangar flying. 9am-1pm. Contact: Larry Ashpaugh
936-855-1918, dwagner@windstream.net

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone on the first
Saturday of every month at Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in
the McKinney Hangars Association area at the McKinney
National Airport TKI McKinney, TX. Let's gather at 9:00
am. You don't have to be a member to attend. Fly-ins can
ask the tower for directions to the MHOA Hangars. See you
there!
Saturday, Sep 20, 2014 — Sulphur Springs, TX.
EAA Chapter 1094 Fly-In. (KSLR)

EAA Chapter 1094 of Sulphur Springs, Texas will hold its
annual Fly-In on September 20, 2014 on the ramp east of
the runway at Sulphur Springs Municipal Airport KSLR.
The grass runway is 2,400 feet long and relatively parallel
to the 5,000 foot paved strip. You can land and park there
or taxi across the pavement. Float planes can use the
adjacent lake and park at the beach only 50 feet from the
grass runway. The Red Barn Cafe is a short walk across the
highway. Food and drink will be available featuring Russell
Armstrong's famous Bar-B-Que Brisket along with burgers
and brats and maybe some pulled pork. No competitions,
no judging, just a bunch of pilots having fun talking and
flying for a day. Bring your store-bought or home-built.
Anything that flies is welcome. Gyro, ultralight, powered
para, helicopter or just plain old airplanes. We love
taildraggers, too! Sulphur Springs is the home airport of the
Legend Cub and you might even be able to get a peek
inside the factory and see the new Super Legend. Come
join us! Contact: Chuck Olmsted 903-945-5120,
chucksterxa17@gmail.com
Saturday, Sep 20, 2014 — Terrell, TX.
Flights of Our Fathers Fly In - (TRL)

Static and Dynamic Displays of Military Aircraft,
Warbirds, Vintage and New Aircraft, Texas Heatwave
Aerobatics Team: Radio Controlled Airplanes. Guest
Speakers and Book Signings, Kids Zone, Museum Tours,
Pancake Breakfast, BBQ Cook-off, Food Court. Contact:
BFTS Museum 972-551-1122, info@bftsmuseum.org

Saturday, Sep 27, 2014 — Waco, TX.
Heart Of Texas Airshow - TSTC Waco Airport
(KCNW)

The Heart Of Texas Airshow, TSTC Saturday, September
27th, 2014. This fun family festival of aviation features an
exciting Air Show and fun for all ages! Join us as we bring
World Class Air Show performers from across the country
to Waco including the exciting Trojan Phlyers Demo Team
along with an array of aerobatic flying feats, warbirds in
close formation aerobatics, high flying action and Edge of
your seat excitement! We proudly honor our military
throughout the event. Lots to do and see in the air and on
the ground. Enjoy a variety of airplanes, helicopters,
warbirds, skydivers, RC aircraft and more in flight and
display. Flights available to the public in a variety of
aircraft including rare historic warbirds. Exhibits, Food,
Vendors, Kid’s Activities and more! There is something for
all ages at the Heart of Texas Airshow. Early online ticket
discounts. Like us on Facebook, Twitter and visit our
website for latest information and activities. Look Up! Fall
in love with aviation. Contact: Debby Standefer,
info@heartoftexasairshow.com

FAASTeam Seminars - faasafety.gov
Real World Weather
Tuesday, September 23, 2014 , starting at
7:00 pm
Addison Conf. & Theatre Centre 15650 Addison Road

Speaker(s): AOPA Foundation Presenter

Saturday - Saturday, Sep 20-27, 2014 —
Denison, TX.
2014 U.S. National Aerobatic Championship North Texas Regional Airport (GYI)

Watch the video link and you can see what excitement we
have in store! www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_tBw28dnSY
Contact: Director Gray Brandt, graybrandt@yahoo.com
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For Sale: Parts, Planes, Services

For Sale: 4-Place O2 system, Kevlar Bottle. Mountain
High KF-115 (115.0 Cu/Ft) with ToughPack and 4 MH3
breathing
$750Texas
OBOAirpark Home/Hanger For
For Sale:stations.
Granbury
Sale
$269,900
- 3509
Nassau
76049Supported
(Nassau Bay)
2. Aircraft
Jacks
and tail
standCt.,
- $250.
my
Beautiful
home
with
large
hanger
on
Nassau
Bay Airpark.
Baron for years while in restoration.
Two story home with enclosed upstairs patio, two sepa
3. Voltage
converter
(24V fenced,
-> 12V)covered
and inverter
(24V ->
rate
living areas,
iron/brick
RV parking.
AC).
Never
used.and
Specifically
these:
$25 each.
Hanger
is 50x34
has 2 electric
automatic
doors with
direct access to hanger from house. Well maintained and
4. Dehydrator plugs (12). Never used. $50 for all 12.
move in ready. Website with pictures: http://
Contact Jeff Anderson 214-399-6559
mysite.verizon.net/resy4wnc/index.html
Owner:
bob_myrick@me.com
or 214-729-2260
Realtor: Pam
captainqwyx@gmail.com
Knieper at 817-243-8345 / pam@knieperteam.com

For Sale: Varieze w/Cont O-200; 100 hours on overhaul.
1350 total time
For Sale: Sensenich fixed pitch aluminum prop setup for
$14.5k.
Rausch
214-349-6024
a O 360 Leon
(76” dia
65” pitch,
spacer and 12” dia. spinner).
LessSale:
than 60hrs
since
installed
new.
PRICE
For
Garmin
296.
$500 or
bestLOWERED
offer.
$1850
Bill
Bracken
817-925-4699
Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
For Sale: Fiber Glass Cloth For Sale Bi directional 8H
satin Weave Aeronautics/Aerospace grade, 13.3 mils
thick, 50” wide, warp strength 562 lbf/in, fill strength 518
lbf/in, 14.43oz/sqyd, compatible with all resins, in origi
nal packaging 125 yard rolls. Comparable price at Air
craft Spruce, over $9/yard. $400 per roll, that’s only
$3.20 per yard to EAA members. Cut lengths $7/linear
yard 50”wide with a $50 minimum. Call Jim Carney 214763-6784.

Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
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Experimental Aircraft Association

c/o Brad Roberts
10716 St. Lazare Drive
Dallas, TX 75229-5346

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Brad Roberts
10716 St. Lazare Drive
Dallas, TX 75229-5346

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City!

State!

Phone Home:!

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # !

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

!
!
!
!
!

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

